Introduction
It is well known that nonuniformity noise in IR imaging sensors, which is due to pixel−to−pixel variation in the detec− tor's responses, can considerably degrade the quality of IR images since it results in a fixed−pattern−noise (FPN) that is superimposed on the true image [1] . Currently there are two main fields in correcting the noise affecting such images (technically called non−uniformity correction): one corre− sponding to the reference−based approach, which uses inter− polation techniques; and the second to the correction based on the scene, which requires parameter estimation algo− rithms to correct image online. The first method uses black body radiators [2] , which is necessary to periodically re− move the camera from normal operation to perform the cali− bration process because the parameters change over time. Instead corrections based on scene avoided the latter prob− lem, since the calibration is done online, getting a reference from the sequence of images provided by the camera algo− rithms for non−uniformity correction, obviating the use of radiators black body of high−cost.
In order to solve this problem, several scene−based no− nuniformity correction (NUC) techniques have been deve− loped.
Recently, a number of scene−based techniques have been reported in literature. In Ref. 1 an algorithm is developed based on the fact detectors that observe the same response. In Refs. 2,3,4 developed an algebraic scene−based NUC tech− nique that corrects only the offset variations in the detectors by means of a gradient−based shift estimator. The method of constant statistics can be interpreted as a first−order digital fil− ter with varying parameters. Although the filter constant sta− tistics is simple, its response is slow. We modify the filter pa− rameters for the sake of greater uma reaction in response. Our group has been given special attention to scene−based NUC methods using estimation theory [5, 6] . In Refs. 7-8 devel− oped scene−based NUC algorithms based on the assumption that temporal mean and variance of radiation are constant and the same for each photodetector (constant statistics, CS). This algorithm exhibits the advantages of desirable for simplicity and low mathematical operations. For this reason we propose Acceleration Algorithm for to Constant Statistics method (AACS), which increasing response speed of standard non− linear filter constant−statistics. An interesting and important feature of our NUC−based algorithm is that requires less iterations to correct. This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 the IR−FPA model and the CS−NUC method with the proposed enhance− ment are presented. In Sect. 3 the proposed method is pre− sented. In Sect. 4 the proposed method is tested with video sequences of simulated and real raw IR data captured using infrared camera. In Sect. 5 the conclusions of the paper are summarized.
CS method
First, we assume that each infrared detector is characterized by a linear model. Then, for the ijth detector in the focal− −plane array, the measured readout signal Y n ij ( ) at a given time n can be expressed as
With a n ij ( ) and b n ij ( ) being the multiplicative gain and additive offset respectively, and X n ij ( ) is the real incident infrared photon lux collected by the respective detector. The gain and offset values vary from pixel to pixel and vary slowly over time. The unknown gain and offset can be recovered by Ref. 7 a n s n ij ij
Where $ ( ) m n ij and $ ( ) s n ij are the mean and variance, respectively of the readout signal Y n ij ( ). Therefore, NUC CS is
For discrete−time signal processing is used the following estimate of mean and mean standard deviation of Y n ij ( ) [8] 
CS algorithm as digital filter
Equation (5) can be interpreted as a nonlinear filter of the first order with varying parameters. Taking z−transform on each side of Eq. (3) and form the output−to−input ratio
Where H z ( ) is the discrete transfer function or digital filter. This filter has the basic features, namely: (i) at low frequencies, z ®1, the response of the filter also tends to 1, H z ( ) ®1; (ii) the time−varying pole, ( ) n n -1 , is less than 1 and, there− fore, the filter is stable.
Proposed method
We propose the following filter, which is faster than that given by Eq. 5 and also meets the features (i) and (ii).
To verify (ii), it is observed that the time−varying pole of the Eq. (8) is less than the pole of the Eq. (7), generating a faster reply by being the pole closest to the origin as fol− lows
This is verified because reducing it reaches
Taking inverse z−transform on each side of Eq. (8), the proposed algorithm AACS is given by
is giving by Figure 1 shows that the filter gain is equal to 1. When increasing the number of frames the output approaches 1.
Tabulation of the response curve to unit step input the CS−NUC and CS−NUC−E method are shown in Table 1 . Our method is faster than the CS algorithm. 
Evaluation of the proposed methods upgrades
The main goal of this section is to test the ability of the pro− posed method to reduce nonuniformity on simulated and real infrared video data. The algorithm is tested with simu− lated infrared image sequences. As a quantitative measure of performance, we use the root mean square error (RMSE) which measures the difference between the true infrared image with the corrected image using the proposed method. The RMSE is calculated by
. (13) where p×m is the number of detectors in the FPA. A low value of RMSE means a better correction of the frame data. The evaluation procedure for each set of data is detailed in the following sections. 
Results with simulated infrared video
The video has been generated using simulated images, where the intensity or gray level indicates the bodies corrupted data frame. In Fig. 2 (a) the corresponding corrupted data frame. In Figs. 2(b) and 1(c) the corresponding corrected frame by the CS−NUC method and the AACS method. A simulated infrared data video is used to obtain a se− quence that contain several levels of noise, bodies in move− ments inside the scene, and some suppressive movement of the camera throw the sequence, too. In this way we will obtain a simulated sequence more similar to a real sequence, and to expose the algorithm to several and critical con− ditions. Figure 3 shows RMSE (root mean square error). The performance parameters associated with the simulated vi− deo sequence. The evolution of the RMSE for the correction of video by using constant statistics method and the video corrected using the AACS proposed method: (a) RMSE profile for simulated video sequence, with noise variance of 0.4 (40%), (b) RMSE profile for simulated video sequence, with noise variance of 0.8 (80%). In this figure it is possible to appreciate the accelerated convergence to a better quality of the proposed method, in comparison with the CS method. And better results are obtained while more variation throw the sequence have each pixel. Note that the quickly move− ment experimented at the 480th pixel lets that the proposed method dives the results to a better RMSE level more qui− ckly that the CS method.
This effect is translated in an improvement of the image corrected obtained before to the known CS method.
Results with a real infrared image sequences
The sequence has been collected using a 128×128 InSb FPA cooled camera (Amber Model AE−4128) operating in the 3-5 μm range. As an example, Fig. 4(a) shows a corrupted readout data frame. In Figs Results on simulated data with emphasis in ghost artifacts reduction at 6th frame, (a) frame with simulated non−uniformity, (b) corre− sponding frame corrected by the previous CS method [8] , and (c) corresponding frame corrected by the enhanced SC method. With an exponential window smaller (larger conver− gence factor), the CS may converge faster but less stable. The convergence and stability (ghosting) are two contradic− tory aspects. Yet, we note that AACS is less vulnerable to CS regarding ghosting effect.
Conclusions
In this paper an enhanced version of our previously pub− lished NUC method based on a CS−NUC method is pre− sented. The new algorithm has the ability to improve the nonuniformity correction and to eliminate ghosting artifacts more effciently than the previous method. This is obtained by means of adding the effects to speed up the convergence of the algorithm and motion threshold. Furthermore, the evaluation with simulated and real data has demonstrated that the proposed method reduces ghosting artifacts and improves the RMSE parameter when compared with the previous published method. Using read−out data taken of the camera we were able to observe that the method is capable to reduce nonuniformity, minimizing ghosting, with fast convergence and low RMSE.
